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**Program Spotlight - Summer 2023**

**LMU Summer Programming for Graduating Seniors - Summer 2023:**

Virtual Summer Programs:
- **LMU - Washington Center in DC:**
  - Washington Center Academic Internship Program
- **LMU - Budapest:**
  - Hungarian Art and Culture in a Medical Context
- **LMU - Bonn:**
  - Career Development in Engineering
- **LMU - Athens:**
  - Odyssey in Greece

**LMU, LMU Summer Immersion in Athens - 2022:**

**LMU - Summer Abroad in Japan:**
- Sophia University in Tokyo: Summer Session Japanese Language and Literature
- Kansai University: Summer Intensive Japanese Language Program
- Doshisha University: Summer Intensive Japanese Language Program

**LMU - Summer Abroad in Germany:**
- LMU Summer Immersion in Bonn: Career Development in Engineering
- LMU Summer Immersion in Freiburg: Heritage and History of the UK
- LMU Summer Immersion in Heidelberg: Medical Spanish and Clinical Immersion

**LMU - Summer Abroad in Hungary:**
- LMU Summer Immersion in Budapest: The Professional Screenwriter

**LMU - Summer Abroad in Italy:**
- LMU Summer Immersion in Cuernavaca: Medical Spanish and Clinical Immersion
- LMU Summer Immersion in Rome: Exploring the Land and Vibrant Culture of the Roman Empire
- LMU Summer Immersion in Venice: Cornerstone of Western Civilization

**LMU - Summer Abroad in Spain:**
- LMU Summer Immersion in Barcelona: Leadership, Social Justice, and Cross-Cultural Competence
- LMU Summer Immersion in Seville: Understanding and Communication Skills

**LMU - Summer Abroad in Portugal:**
- LMU Summer Immersion in Lisbon: Exploring Portuguese Culture and History
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**Financial Aid Opportunities:**

- **Benjamin A. Gilman International Scholarship:**
  - Due March 1. Gilman offers scholarships of up to $5,000 to study or intern abroad (in-person or virtual) for Summer 2022, Fall 2022, and Academic Year 2022-2023. Eligible candidates must be children of active military members and receive any type of Title IV Federal Financial Aid, in addition to other institutional funding. Apply before March 2.

- **Charles B. Rangel International Affairs Summer Enrichment Program:**
  - Due March 1. Applicants must be U.S. citizens, possess a U.S. passport, and have a minimum GPA of 3.00. The program is funded for students of color who exemplify leadership, social justice, agitation for positive change, and cross-cultural understanding. Students must be current freshmen, sophomores, or juniors; have a demonstrated commitment to public service; and plan to work, and/or study abroad after completing your bachelor's degree. No previous experience required! Review the attached event flyer for more information.

- **Fulbright U.S. Student Program:**
  - Due May 15. Fulbright offers 2022-2023 programs for first- and second-year students. Participants explore the culture, heritage and history of the UK while experiencing higher education at a UK university.

- **Gilman-McCain Scholarship:**
  - Due March 1. Applicants must be US citizens, possess a US passport, and have a minimum GPA of 3.7. Must have heritage and history of the UK while experiencing higher education at a UK university.
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